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Title: Air France v. Carrascoso

Facts:
Rafael Carrascoso, a civil engineer and a member of a group of 48 Filipino pilgrims, left
Manila for Lourdes on March 30, 1958. Two days prior, on March 28, 1958, Air France,
through its authorized agent Philippine Air Lines, Inc.,  issued Carrascoso a ‘first class’
round  trip  airplane  ticket  from Manila  to  Rome.  Carrascoso  traveled  from Manila  to
Bangkok in first class. However, in Bangkok, the Manager of Air France forced him to
vacate his ‘first class’ seat for a ‘white man,’ claiming the latter had a ‘better right’ to the
seat. Despite Carrascoso’s strong protest and a commotion during which other Filipino
passengers intervened, Carrascoso was ultimately made to give up his seat and relocated to
the tourist class against his will.

Carrascoso filed a case for damages in the Court of First Instance of Manila, which awarded
him P25,000.00 for  moral  damages,  P10,000.00 for  exemplary  damages,  P393.20 as  a
refund difference for the fare and legal interest, plus P3,000.00 for attorney’s fees and the
costs of suit. Air France appealed to the Court of Appeals, which slightly reduced the refund
amount (from P393.20 to P383.10) yet affirmed the judgement “in all other respects”. Air
France sought certiorari to the Supreme Court, challenging the findings of the Court of
Appeals.

Issues:
1.  Did  the  Court  of  Appeals  err  in  not  making complete  findings  of  fact,  particularly
regarding Air  France’s  contention that  although a  first-class  ticket  was  issued,  it  was
subject to confirmation, and Carrascoso knew he was not confirmed for the first class on any
specific flight?
2.  Did respondent court  err  in awarding moral  and exemplary damages to Carrascoso
despite absence of explicit finding of bad faith by Air France?

Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court detailed issue per issue:

1. On the first-class seat entitlement, the SC upheld the findings of the Court of Appeals,
ruling  that  Carrascoso  rightfully  held  a  confirmed  first-class  ticket  and  dismissed  Air
France’s  argument  that  it  did  not  guarantee  a  first-class  seat,  as  the  ticket  lacked
confirmation. The SC disapproved of the idea that an airline could issue tickets it had no
intention to honor.
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2. Regarding the award of damages, SC ruled that Air France had acted in bad faith based
on evidence presented, which included forceful ousting and public humiliation of Carrascoso
to accommodate another passenger without a prior and better claim to the seat.

Doctrine:
– A decision must state “clearly and distinctly the facts and the law on which it is based,”
per the Philippine Constitution and statutory requirements. Complete findings of fact are
not required, but the “essential ultimate facts” upon which a court’s conclusion is based are
necessary.
– Only questions of law may be raised before the Supreme Court in a petition for certiorari
against a decision of the Court of Appeals.

Class Notes:
– A written contract of carriage (the ticket) holds the terms of agreement between the
passenger  and the  air  carrier,  and the  air  carrier  must  honor  them unless  there  are
confirmed changes to which the passenger has agreed.
– Moral damages can be recovered for wrongful acts done in breach of contract when such
acts are attended by bad faith.
– Public duty of carriers: Passengers have the right to be treated with kindness, respect, and
due consideration and are entitled to protection against misconduct and indignities by the
carrier’s employees.

Historical Background:
In historic context, this case underscored the legal obligations of international air carriers
towards their passengers’ contractual rights and human dignity during a time when racism
could influence the conduct of business practices. The Supreme Court’s decision in this case
is significant as it reaffirms the protection of passengers from arbitrary and discriminatory
practices by airline companies, reinforcing the legal standards for passenger rights within
the  context  of  Philippine  jurisprudence  and  the  international  perspective  during  the
mid-20th century.


